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Molton Fabric 3Mtr Wide
  

  
Product code: KBT5646-F74-B377
Selected Colour: Dark Blue
Width: 300cm
Price: £24.99/mtr

Available Colours:

Dark Blue Black Ecru Red

  

Description:

When it comes to creating captivating stage backdrops, curtains, and controlling light spill in theatres,
having the right fabric is essential. Enter the 3 metre wide Stage Molton fabric in Black Flame proofed
(NDFR). With its fine brushed cotton construction, high opacity, and crease-resistant nature, this fabric is
the recommended choice for the Motion Picture Industry.

Let's delve into the features and benefits of this exceptional fabric and discover why it's the ideal option
for your stage production needs.

1. Soft Velvet-Like Nap Effect:
The Stage Molton fabric boasts a fine brushed cotton construction on both sides, resulting in a soft velvet-
like nap effect. This premium texture adds an extra layer of sophistication to your stage designs, providing
a visually appealing backdrop for your performers.

2. Excellent Opacity and Light Blocking:
With its high opacity, this fabric effectively blocks out light, making it perfect for stage backdrops,
curtains, and creating a fabric black box. By using this fabric, you can precisely control the lighting and
ensure that the focus remains on the performers, creating a captivating ambiance for your audience.

3. Ideal for Stage Borders and Legs:
The 3 metre wide Stage Molton fabric is an excellent choice for covering stage borders and legs in
theatres. Its wide width and high-quality construction allow for seamless draping, effectively masking
stage areas and scenery while preventing light spillage. This ensures that the audience's attention is
directed solely towards the intended focal points on the stage.



4. Acoustic Qualities for Sound Control:
The molton fabric's acoustic properties make it a popular choice for sound control drapes and short-term
temporary hire drapes. By eliminating sound reverberation, this fabric contributes to a cleaner and more
focused audio experience, enhancing the overall quality of your stage production.

5. Crease Resistant:
The Stage Molton fabric is designed to be crease resistant, making it easy to handle and maintain. Its
durable composition ensures that it retains its smooth appearance even after repeated use, saving you
time and effort in preparation for each performance.

Common Terms:
This versatile fabric is known by various names, including Duvetyn, Duvetyn cloth, Molton, Rokel, and
Commando Cloth. Regardless of the term used, the fabric's quality and suitability for stage productions
remain consistent.

Request a Fabric Sample:
To truly appreciate the quality and texture of the Stage Molton fabric, we invite you to request a fabric
sample. This will allow you to assess its softness, durability, and fire retardant properties first hand,
ensuring it meets your specific requirements for your upcoming stage production.

The 3 metre wide Stage Molton fabric in Black Flame proofed (NDFR) is an exceptional choice for the
Motion Picture Industry and stage productions in general. Its soft velvet-like nap effect, high opacity, and
crease-resistant nature make it the perfect fabric for stage backdrops, curtains, and controlling light spill.
Additionally, its acoustic qualities contribute to an improved sound experience, enhancing the overall
production value. Don't miss the opportunity to elevate your stage productions with this outstanding
fabric. Request a fabric sample today and see the difference for yourself.
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